Built for flexible performance, the Secap® SI3300 folder inserter is an excellent solution for today's busy office environment. Designed for mid-volume mailers, the unit will fold and insert up to 14 times faster than by hand. This compact system provides automated collating, folding, stuffing, and sealing functions.
SI3300 FOLDER INSERTER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Automatic Stations:
2 Feeder: Fold and Insert
1 Feeder: Insert Only

Materials:
Paper Weight:
16 to 32 lbs. - Sheet Feeder
19 to 48 lbs. - Insert Feeder
17 to 26 lbs. - Envelope Feeder

Paper Dimensions:
5’W x 5’L to 9’W x 16’L - Sheet Feeder
3.25’L x 5’W to 6’L x 9’W - Insert Feeder
3.5’L x 8.67’W to 6.375’L x 9.5’W - Envelope Feeder

Fold Configurations:
Single, Double, C fold, Z fold

Speed:
Cycle speeds of up to 3,000 pieces per hour

Optional Equipment:
Table, Vertical Power Stacker

Physical Characteristics:
Dimensions: 35”W x 20”D x 21”H (width w/o catch tray 29”)
Weight: 120 lbs.
Power: 120 Vac, 60 Hz
Certification:
UL, CSA

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Secap and the Secap design are trademarks of Secap. All other trademarks are property of the respective owner.

DETAILS

The SI3300 automates office mail and improves productivity and communications. Easily fold and insert invoices, checks, statements, order forms, price lists, newsletters, reply cards, return envelopes, and more! Even handles pre-folded and pre-stapled documents.

1. Envelope Feeder
Delivers outer envelope for inserted material. Holds up to 100 envelopes.

2. Sheet Feeders
Each sheet feeder delivers a single sheet into each mail piece. The pages are then gathered and folded. Each feeder holds up to 325 sheets. Also performs fold only applications.

3. Controls
Simple to use, anyone on your staff can use it. Program up to 20 preset jobs for routine applications. On screen instructions and icons guide job set-up for error free operation.

4. Insert Feeder
Accepts coupons, reply envelopes, or pre-folded flyers and nests them with the folded materials from the sheet feeder. Holds up to 100 inserts.

5. Standard Stacker or Optional Power Stacker
Once the completed piece is inserted into an envelope and the flap is sealed, it drops into the stacker. The optional vertical power stacker that loads on-the-fly, is available for greater capacity and productivity.

Ask about Secap’s complete line of mailstream solutions:

Available from your authorized and certified Secap dealer.

Contact the dealer above or call 800.523.0320 for a Secap dealer near you.
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